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Get set for Fair Dealing Week

As regular followers of this blog will know, we are big fans of both fair dealing and Kyle K Courtney...

#copyright education, #Events, #fair dealing,
#fairdealingweek / Edit

Confessions of a Learning Technologist

Happy New Year! We hope you are keeping safe and well. We are looking forward to our first webinar of...

#ALT, #copyright education, #learning technology,
#online learning / Edit

ALT CoOL SIG Annual Report

Co-Chair's Introduction Welcome to our first annual report of the Copyright and Online Learning (CoOL) SIG of the Association of...

#ALT, #annual report, #CoOLSIG, #Events,
#webinars / Edit

copyrightliteracy.org
@ukcopyrightlit
PLAYFUL APPROACHES TO COPYRIGHT

https://copyrightliteracy.org/resources/copyright-the-card-game/

https://copyrightliteracy.org/resources/the-publishing-trap/

WHY CELEBRATE FAIR USE / FAIR DEALING WEEK?
WHAT IS COPYRIGHT?

**Works**
(The things it protects)

**Usages**
(The activities it regulates)

**Licences**
(Legal use with permission)

**Exceptions**
(Legal use without permission)
What is Fair Dealing?

Determines whether usage is lawful or infringing based on how a ‘fair minded and honest person’ would deal with the work.
KEY FAIR DEALING EXCEPTIONS

S29 – Research or Private Study

S30 – Quotation

S32 – Illustration for instruction

S30A – Caricature, Parody or Pastiche
FAIR DEALING AND FAIR USE

http://blogs.harvard.edu/copyrightsc/2022/02/21/fair-dealing-week-makes-a-home-coming/
"Anarchy in the U.K." by Sex Pistols; side-A label of one of earliest UK single pressings from Wikimedia